ELLEN FULLONE began her three-year apprenticeship as a book binder for single and special items at the library of the GEI in September 2015.

LISA GERLACH (MA) joined the GEI in April 2015 and works as a research assistant to the directors. She studied at the Freie Universität Berlin where she completed a Bachelor’s degree in History with Jewish and Political Studies and a Master’s degree on the History of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries.

CORNELIA HAGEMANN (MA) joined the Europe department in August 2015. She works in part of the project on “Migration and Education in Germany since 1945”, addressing networking and self-organisation skills of Iranian migrants in Germany. She studied oriental studies and Protestant theology at the Otto Friedrich University Bamberg.

XUEYUAN HAN (MA) has been working as a research fellow on the project “Circulation of Educational Knowledge Between China and Germany in the Early 20th Century” at the GEI since September 2015. She studied pedagogy for a BA at Liaoning Normal University in China and obtained her MA in History of Education from Beijing Normal University.

STEFFEN HENNICKE is a research associate in the Digital Information and Research Infrastructure department, working on the semantic coding of historic textbooks for the project “World-Views”. He studied history, politics and media studies at the University of Potsdam, the University of Sussex and the Freie Universität Berlin.
DR ANKE HERTLING has been the head of Research Library since July 2015. She studied German, cultural studies and communication and media studies in Leipzig and Brussels, and completed her doctorate at the University of Kassel. She then went on to train as a librarian at the Berlin State Library, during which she worked closely with born-digital legacy collections. Before joining the GEI, she was a researcher at and deputy head of the Theodor Fontane Archive in Potsdam.

DR TOBIAS IDE has been the coordinator of the research field “Peace and Conflict” since May 2015. He studied political science as well as communication and media studies at the Universities of Leipzig and Nijmegen. In 2015 he received his PhD from the Department of Geography at the University of Hamburg.

MELANIE KADE (MA) has been working as a researcher on the project “WorldViews” since February 2015. She studied sinology and modern history at the universities of Tübingen, Urumqi (China) and Taichung (Taiwan). For her Master’s thesis she examined the impact and conflict potential of current reforms to the Chinese multi-ethnic education system.

JAKOB KIRCHHEIMER (MA) is a researcher in the Textbooks and Society department. He studied geography, modern history and political science at the Humboldt University in Berlin and the Leibniz University, Hanover. He gained his Master’s degree with a dissertation on the processes of political structuring amongst Guatemalan refugees.

SARAH HOFFMANN started as a trainee specialist for media and information services in the GEI library in the summer of 2015. She will also attend the Multimedia Vocational School in Hanover for blocks of study.

TATJANA KRETSCHMER joined the library in February 2015. She is responsible for lending services, cataloguing, inter-library loans and procurement. She completed her training as a specialist for media and information services in Hanover in 2014.
THEBIN LEE joined the GEI in July 2015 as head of information services in the Digital Information and Research Infrastructure department and is charge of the projects “Edumeres” and “Curricula Workstation”. He studied computer engineering at the Technische Universität Berlin.

IMKE RATH (MA) joined the GEI in February 2015 as a researcher in the Europe department where she works for the projects “EurViews” and “WorldViews”. She studied languages and cultures of Austronesia with ethnology and Islamic Studies at Hamburg University and submitted her doctoral thesis to the Faculty of Non-European History at Hamburg University in November 2014.

KAIYI LI (MA) works as a research fellow on the project “The Influence of Transnational Education on the Relationship Between the League of Nations and China in the Interwar Period”. She studied for a BA in Public Administration at the Hebei University in China and completed her Master’s in Education from Beijing Normal University.

DR SANDRA MASS is the new Deputy Director. She studied history and sociology at the University of Bochum and received her doctorate from the European University Institute at Florence in 2004. From 2004 until 2011, she was a research associate in the Faculty of History at the University of Bielefeld, where she was awarded her postdoctorate qualification (Habilitation) in 2014. She has been a visiting scholar at numerous international institutions. Before coming to the GEI, she worked as Interim Professor of International History at the University of Cologne.

DR SIMONA SZAKÁCS-BEHLING joined the GEI as a DAAD-Leibniz post-doctoral fellow in September 2014 examining depictions of “East” and “West” structured by discourses of the Cold War before and after 1989 in Romanian history education. She studied communication, public relations, media, sociology and social anthropology.
CHRISTIAN SCHEEL has been a research associate of the GEI since July 2015, coordinating the project “International TextbookCat”. He studied information science at the Technische Universität Berlin, where he was a research associate and lecturer in the subject area of information retrieval. He is currently writing his doctoral thesis on this subject.

MATTHIAS SPRINGBORN joined the Europe department in July 2015 as a research fellow and is currently working on his doctoral thesis on Jewish educational history in the Federal Republic of Germany. He studied history and German philology at the Georg August University in Göttingen.

LENA-LUISE STAHN (MA) joined the Digital Information and Research Infrastructure department in February 2015. She works for the project “WorldViews” and focuses on establishing research infrastructures and applications. She studied classical archaeology, library and information science and computer science at Humboldt University of Berlin.

PROF. DR ANDREAS WITT joined the Digital Information and Research Infrastructure department in March 2015. He coordinates parts of the project “WorldViews”. He studied linguistics, psychology and computer science at Bielefeld University and finished his PhD in Computational Linguistics in 2012.

JANINA WURBS (MA) joined the GEI as a research assistant in March 2015, working on the German-Israeli research project “Innovation through Tradition? Approaching Cultural Transformations via Jewish Educational Media”. She studied Jewish studies, history, anthropology and religious studies in Potsdam and St. Petersburg.

CATRIN SCHONEVILLE joined the GEI as Press and PR Officer in November 2014. From 2008 to 2014, she was Head of Communication and spokesperson for Wikimedia Deutschland e.V., the non-profit organisation behind Wikipedia and other international projects of the Wikimedia Foundation.

LENKA LUISE STAHN (MA) joined the Digital Information and Research Infrastructure department in February 2015. She works for the project “WorldViews” and focuses on establishing research infrastructures and applications. She studied classical archaeology, library and information science and computer science at Humboldt University of Berlin.
ENGIN DENIZ YORULMAZ (MA) joined the GEI in July 2015 as a research fellow in the Europe department where he is working towards his doctorate in the working group “Migration and Education in Germany since 1945”. He studied modern and contemporary history with sociology at the Eberhard Karls University Tübingen.

LAURA ZERNEKE (MA) has been part of the library staff since May 2015, assisting with the creation and extension of the Curricula Workstation with the team working on the DFG project “Promotion of Outstanding Research Libraries”. She studied library management and information technology at the University of Applied Science in Potsdam.